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Introduction

MARK PIETH

The last two years have brought unprecedented movement into the world of anticorruption. The growing concern about corruption has come to a head in particular with a series of huge scandals:

1. FIFA, A CRIMINAL ORGANIZATION?

At dawn on May 27, 2015, Swiss police officers raided the prominent luxury hotel Baur au Lac where a regular room costs over $1,000 a night. They arrested seven top soccer officials, especially from the United States, the Caribbean, and Latin America, who had come to Zurich to attend a crucial meeting of the Executive Committee of the world soccer regulator FIFA (International Federation of Association Football). The same day US attorney general Loretta Lynch and Swiss attorney general Michael Lauber hosted press conferences in the United States and in Switzerland explaining that the officials had been arrested based on extradition requests from the United States. The US authorities presented indictments against them and called the hemispheric soccer Confederations (CONMEBOL for South America and CONCACAF for Central and Northern America) criminal organizations under the RICO Act (Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act). The arrested were accused of participating in a conspiracy involving fraud, bribery, and money laundering of over $200 million to gain preferential access to marketing contracts.¹

Shortly afterward the Swiss authorities stepped up enforcement. They raided FIFA offices in Zurich and opened criminal investigations against the president of FIFA, Sepp Blatter, as well as the president of the European Confederation (UEFA), Michel Platini, for misuse of corporate funds, based on allegations that Platini had received CHF2 million, supposedly for his services for FIFA nine years back. The payment was executed exactly when Blatter needed the European votes most for his re-election in 2011. There was no written contract, the work product still remains unclear, and, as far as we know, there were no traces of the debts on the books of FIFA between the supposed services in 2001 and the payment in 2011. Based on the announcement by the Swiss Attorney General's office the internal FIFA Ethics Committee suspended both FIFA president Blatter and then Candidate Platini from all official activities in soccer on a provisory basis. The drama has since further unfolded. The suspensions have been upheld by appeal courts with only minor reductions of sanctions. Furthermore, to date, close to forty FIFA officials have been suspended and debarred from soccer-related activities based on their unethical behavior. It is a story of one of the richest organizations in the world run like an old boys' club. Officials full of themselves, seemingly above the law, freely distributed the proceeds of sponsoring for FIFA programs privately amongst themselves. What has evolved into one of the most blatant abuses of power, led to major law enforcement activities; suddenly the officials were called to account for their behavior (see details below in Chapter 15).

2. THE MALAYSIAN WEALTH FUND “1MDB”

In 2015 another major corruption and money laundering scandal came to public notice. The new prime minister of Malaysia, Najib Razah, had turned the fund created by the oil-rich state Terengganu into a sovereign wealth fund under the name of 1MDB (for 1 Malaysia Development Berhad). Its goal was to promote the economic development of the country. In September 2009, it set up a $2.5 billion joint venture with Petrosaudi International, a startup managed from Geneva and formally incorporated in London. According to The Guardian, Petrosaudi’s business was “access capitalism: opening doors with the help of

---

friends in high places.” A former companion of the founders of Petrosaudi felt cheated by his colleagues and—after leaving the company—attempted to raise farewell payments by blackmail. He actually handed over to journalists ninety gigabytes of data, including 227,000 emails from his former employer. Upon publication, law enforcement agencies, primarily in the United States, Singapore, and Switzerland, began to work on the case. It appears that around $1 billion of 1MDB’s investment in the joint venture ended up in a web of bank accounts held by shell corporations based in offshore resorts. According to an indictment of the US Department of Justice, published in July 2015, overall $3.5 billion were stolen from 1MDB. US attorney general Loretta Lynch called the 1MDB-scandal “the largest kleptocracy case in US history”.

The whistleblower was convinced by his former buddies to plead guilty against a promise to help him out of prison in Thailand, where he had been incarcerated for blackmail. After eighteen months in prison he has now been pardoned by the new Thai king.

Four national investigations into the losses of 1MDB have all been stopped or have led to no visible result in Malaysia. In the meantime, financial supervisors in Singapore and in Switzerland have closed banks and sanctioned bankers for the blatant lack of compliance. Whereas this case demonstrates how political power, graft, money laundering, and whistleblowers play hand in hand, the following example, a Brazilian mega-case, starts off as a traditional corruption case in the area of public procurement, but rapidly takes on systemic dimensions when the corruption becomes crucial for the survival of political parties and governments.

4. Ibid., 8.
5. Ibid., 5 et seq.
6. Ibid., 2.
8. In particular the Swiss bank Banca della Svizzera Italiana, see FINMA Press Release, 24 May 2016: “BSI in serious breach of money laundering regulations”; Reuters, 5 October 2016: “Swiss prosecutors probe suspected $800 million misappropriation from Malaysia’s 1MDB.”
9. South China Morning Post, 21 December 2016: “Ex-BSI banker found guilty in Singapore of charges linked to 1MDB probe.”
3. ODEBRECHT, PETROBRAS, LULA DA SILVA, AND MICHEL TEMER

On December 21, 2016, the US Department of Justice announced in a news release that two companies, Odebrecht S.A. (the biggest construction company in Latin America based in Brazil) and the Brazilian petrochemical company Braskem S.A. had pleaded guilty to corruption charges and agreed to pay penalties of at least $3.5 billion (maybe up to $4.5 billion, depending upon an “inability to pay analysis”) to resolve charges with authorities in the United States, Brazil, and Switzerland.10

According to the plea agreement Odebrecht maintained an internal “Division of Structured Operations,” termed a “Department of Bribery” by Deputy Assistant Attorney General Suh.11 It used a separate computer system and a shadow budget as well as a complex web of offshore companies to process the bribe payments of the company.12 The statement of facts in the plea agreement lists recipients in Brazil, in particular executives of the state-owned oil company Petrobas, and politicians, as well as foreign officials (in Angola, Argentina, Colombia, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Guatemala, Mexico, Mozambique, Panama, Peru, and Venezuela).13 Braskem used the bribery structure created by Odebrecht and participated in the scheme. Odebrecht was sanctioned to fines and forfeiture of ill-gotten gains. It agreed to be supervised by a compliance monitor. The US DOJ in turn was ready to credit the sanctions agreed on with Brazilian and Swiss enforcement agencies.

The Odebrecht and Braskem case needs to be understood as a component of an even larger scandal: The entire state of Brazil seems to have been captured by a corruption network, whereby politicians of all parties participated.14 The impeachment of Dilma Rousseff15 and the court case against Lula da Silva for

10. Department of Justice, News Release, December 21 2016: “Odebrecht and Braskem Plead Guilty and Agree to Pay at Least $3.5 Billion in Global Penalties to Resolve Largest Foreign Bribery Case in History”; United States of America against Odebrecht S.A., 16-643 (RJD) (Eastern District Ct of New York) [Plea Agreement]; United States of America against Braskem S.A., 16-664 (RJD) (Eastern District Ct of New York) [Plea Agreement].

11. Department of Justice, News Release, 21 December 2016: “Odebrecht and Braskem Plead Guilty and Agree to Pay at Least $3.5 Billion in Global Penalties to Resolve Largest Foreign Bribery Case in History.”

12. Annex B to Odebrecht’s Plea Agreement, B-7 et seq.

13. Ibid., B-12 et seq.


contempt of court (allegedly for influencing witnesses) are only one side of the coin: the main allegations are that the “Partido dos Trabalhadores” (PT), the worker’s party of Lula and Rousseff, had systematically taken bribes in exchange for favors. However, the reputation of the current president, Michel Temer, is no better, even if he and his cronies have not (yet) had to defend themselves in court. Overall the Brazilian situation contains all the components of a global corruption scandal.

4. PANAMA PAPERS

The last five years could be called the “Era of the Whistleblower”: to some extent the US legislation providing for remuneration for whistleblowers has encouraged employees to come forward with information about corporate misbehavior. Independently from these incentives, disgruntled employees have increasingly used whistleblower platforms such as “WikiLeaks” to expose their (former) employer (cf. “offshore leaks,” “LuxLeaks,” “Swiss leaks”). In early 2015, an unknown person started offering data from the fourth biggest offshore law firm Mossack Fonseca to the paper Süddeutsche Zeitung. The volume rapidly grew to dimensions that required the involvement of other investigative journalists. A worldwide network of around 400 journalists in over 80 countries emerged, largely organized around the “international consortium of investigative journalists” (ICIJ). Over twelve months they analyzed—under extreme secrecy—11.5 million files (2.6 terabytes of information) containing data on close to 215,000 offshore entities.

The data makes it possible to identify the money laundering trails of serious organized criminals, like a Mexican drug cartel, or potentially even a child

18. Dodd–Frank Act of 2010, § 922(a) Sec. 21F(b)(1).
19. With the decision of August 19, 2016, Rudolf Elmer, a former employee of Bank Baer Cayman Islands was freed from the accusation of breach of banking secrecy, but sanctioned by the Zurich appeals court for illegal cohesion.
22. Center for Public Integrity, 25 April 2016: “Cartel-linked suspects arrested after Panama Papers revelations.”
prostitution ring. They offer examples of how oligarchs took control over state owned enterprises (SOEs) of former Eastern Europe, and they show how kleptocrats hid their funds with the help of the offshore industry. Apart from straightforward tax evasion and fraud, the Panama Papers contain multiple proofs of harmful tax practices: companies using offshore constructions to shift their earnings to places with minimal or zero tax rates (applying techniques of transfer pricing or by transferring intellectual property rights to offshore companies).

Overall the Panama Papers are a treasure trove of information on all sorts of illegal activities, including fraud, organized crime, corruption, kleptocracy, tax evasion, and sanctions busting. There is nothing fundamentally new in the methods detected: opaque structures are built using offshore instruments (shell companies, trusts, etc.) together with bank accounts in places with strong banking secrecy legislation and little likelihood of providing international cooperation in administrative or criminal matters, all held together by the professional privilege of lawyer and fiduciaries. Stooges act as nominee directors and bearer shares are widely used. However, it makes a big difference to actually see what one always assumed in its concrete detail. Furthermore, the Panama Papers have sparked off or invigorated many investigations and trials (including arbitration procedures).

The “shadow economy” using offshore instruments is a key component of the world of so-called “grand corruption” (see below Chapter 9).

23. Obermayer/Obermaier 2016, 217 et seq.
24. For current and former heads of state named in the papers: Wikipedia, Panama Papers, 15 et seq.